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Comeback Special is a sort-of reenactment of Elvis Presley’s 1968 Comeback Special, an American TV special that 
was originally called Elvis, but retroactively became known as his big comeback. This show is an urgent questioning of 
gender politics, presentation and inherited roles; an exploration of desire, desirability, and the slippage of identity through a 
reconstruction of an old Elvis Presley TV Special. 

“Although Presley is the ghostly heart of it, it’s neither an act of homage nor a simple nostalgia trip…By 
blurring the line between performers and their public, as well as the past and the present, Wohead 
creates a special bond” 

	Donald Hutera, The Times

Like the original TV special, the audience is set up in the round. This is not an ordinary re-enactment. Greg is not 
dressed as Elvis and the space is empty save for a microphone suspended from the ceiling. The performance begins with a 
simple description; Greg describes himself as if he is Elvis. The description then opens up to describe the space as if it were 
the studio where the original TV special was filmed. Greg then describes the actual audience members as if they were the 
audience members from the original 1968 Comeback Special. From this beginning, the audience is invited into an 
imaginative space to overlay the original event onto this present event. To participate in watching the performer in front of 
them as if they were watching Elvis as one of the 1968 audience members.  

Greg acts simultaneously as an Elvis stand-in, a floor manager and a medium for the re-enactment, guiding the 
audience through the TV special as he remembers it from his many repeated viewings of the video recording. What begins 
as a simple description of the TV special gradually grows into a more active participation in the re-enactment. From there, 
Greg begins to invert the re-enactment, blurring the identities of himself and Elvis, the actual audience members in front of 
him and the audience members from 1968. 

Co-commissioned by Shoreditch Town Hall, Theatre in the Mill and South Street Arts Centre. A Jerwood Charitable Foundation/Bristol Old 
Vic Ferment Commission. Developed at MAKE, Bios, Greenwich and Lewisham Young People’s Theatre and the New Wolsey Theatre. 
Initially supported through a 2014 Dance and the Homemade Commission by Chisenhale Dance Space. Supported using public funding 
by the National Lottery through Arts Council England. 

As the re-enactment veers off course, the audience is invited to consider the in-between queer space of what it is to 
drag a past event into the present. What it is to make a comeback and to construct the most ‘authentic’ version of yourself. 
How we piece together our identity from the images we see in dominant culture; how that enables us and limits us. How this 
present event can acknowledge the past and look towards the future to be a joyful ’this is us now’. 

It’s not the 1968 Comeback Special, but it’s not not. The hope is that in the cracks between Greg Wohead’s Comeback 
Special and Elvis Presley’s 1968 Comeback Special, something can be touched; we can touch the original event, performer 
can touch audience and we can all touch something unexpected and outside ourselves.

“He catches the swagger, the sex appeal, the smile. His attention is exacting – so concentrated and 
precise – and the process of transforming is transfixing: both electric and ghoulish. There's the air of a 
séance: a comeback special.” 
Matt Trueman, Whatsonstage

Comeback Special is currently available for touring. 
Trailer: https://vimeo.com/165147968
A full length video is available on request.

https://vimeo.com/165147968
https://vimeo.com/165147968


 

 

Basic Technical Requirements 

SPACE 
• In the round audience set up around a raised stage (3.6m x 3.6m) 
• Minimum space measurements for stage and audience: 10m x 10m, but can scale up to 

bigger spaces and audience capacities. 

LIGHTING, SOUND, PROJECTION 
• Lighting: basic in the round cover with 5-8 specials 
• Sound: 4 speakers (one to hang in each corner of the staging area), requirements can 

be discussed 
• Projected video on all four sides of the space 
• More specific information and plans can be provided 

PERSONNEL 
• 2 on the road: 1 performer, one technical manager 
• Provided by venue: 2 technicians to assist with get in and get out 

Age recommendation 
• 14+ 

RUNNING TIME 
• 70 minutes 

INTERNATIONAL TOURING 

• Surtitles can be integrated organically into the design, projected onto four sides of the 
space. Requirements can be discussed. 

• Most props and set pieces can be transported in suitcases if certain basic items can be 
sourced locally. 

“Whatever you take away from Comeback Special - about identity, (de)construction, 
interactivity, success, collaboration, or simply just how splendidly surreal Elvis can 
be - there's no denying that Greg takes audiences on a visceral journey laced with 
humour, weirdness and darkness. 

Think Judith Butler meets Gob Squad meets Derek Jarman. Greg's sophisticated, 
enigmatic performance style combined with a monochrome aesthetic and brilliantly 
unsettling soundscape, make this one of his best works to date.”
James Pidgeon, Shoreditch Town Hall

“Drained of the bright, synthetic colour of 1960s fashion, Wohead’s version is a 
shadow or skeleton of the original event. Recreated in monochrome, this is a black-
and-white negative of the 1968 Comeback Special. An echo. A ghost.” 
Catherine Love, Exeunt Magazine



 

greg@gregwohead.com
+44 (0)7908 470 744

Written and performed by Greg Wohead 

Scene and lighting design: Ben Pacey 
Sound design and music arrangement: Timothy X Atack 
Producer: Laura Sweeney 
Collaborating artist: Joe Wild 
Artistic mentor: Sharon Smith 
Technical manager: Salvatore Scollo 
Production photos: Richard Eaton 

Workshops are available in conjunction with Comeback Special on re-enactment, solo performance, performance-making on identity politics. Workshops can also be tailored to 
specific needs. Please get in contact to discuss further. 

Greg is happy to take part in Q&As or round table discussions on topics such as gender politics, re-enactment and artistic process, all of which are relevant to the research and 
practice behind Comeback Special.

Greg Wohead is a writer, performer and live artist originally from Texas. He makes theatre performances, one-to-one pieces and audio work. He has shown and developed new 
work in the UK at Battersea Arts Centre, Bristol Old Vic, Ovalhouse, Mayfest, Pulse Festival, Northern Stage, Chapter Arts Centre and Forest Fringe. Internationally he has developed 
and presented work at MC (Amsterdam), Orchard Project (New York), MAKE (Ireland), Bios (Athens), LAX Festival (Los Angeles), Fusebox Festival (Austin) and ArtPower (San Diego). 
He is an Associate Artist at The Yard and Shoreditch Town Hall. His most recent solo performance, The Ted Bundy Project, has toured nationally and internationally.  

Please visit gregwohead.com for more information and further work that is available for touring. 

http://gregwohead.com
http://gregwohead.com

